Finish the Sentence

Directions: Read each sentence and then write the correct form of the word on each line.

1. The ____________ of the mayor wanted to invite all the ____________ in the community to the picnic.
   wife  wives

2. Did you read the story about how ____________ make shoes? I wonder how an ____________ can do that.
   elf  elves

3. I saw the ____________ next door walking down the street with two other ____________ on our street.
   woman  women

4. As Taylor was putting the ____________ and forks on the table, she dropped a ____________.
   knife  knives

5. Have you ever heard that a cat has nine ____________ and a dog has just one ____________?
   life  lives

6. The ____________ of bread that I made was better than all the ____________ the baker made.
   loaf  loaves

7. The smallest ____________ escaped under the fence while the rest of the ____________ watched.
   sheep  sheep